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Indeed, an extensive air transport network represents one of
a country's essential infrastructure assets - like a banking or
telecoms network - and is a vital component for economic
development and growth. Air transport provides the only
worldwide passenger and cargo transportation network. It
connects people and businesses to the global economy.

Yet the importance of the network is often overlooked. The
wider economic benefits created by air transport - as a facil-
itator of growth and investment in other industries - must be
recognised. Value is created not just by a new air service and
the importance of the destination it serves, but by the con-
nections this air service can also provide to a wider air trans-
port network.

This report, for the first time, provides evidence of the value
of the airline network itself. It demonstrates that air transport
generates wealth not only for the aviation industry but for a
wide range of businesses throughout the countries it serves.
This value is set to increase even further over the next ten
years.

Businesses recognise the importance of an extensive and
high quality air transport network. But they also highlight
their desire for further improvements in the reliability and
efficiency of this network. IATA is working closely with its
member airlines to respond to customers' needs. Our
Simplifying the Business Campaign is an example of how
greater efficiency can benefit both airlines and customers.
But a high-quality air transport network also requires
improvements on the infrastructure side, with substantial
new investment in reliable, affordable and efficient capacity. 

This study highlights the immense value of an airline net-
work. We hope that Governments and other stakeholders will
recognise its value and that our partners within the aviation
industry will help us to expand and improve this network in
the future.

Foreword
A well-designed air transport
network provides substantial
social and economic benefits.  
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001 Executive 
Summary

Policy-makers must understand that a
well-designed air transport network
will generate tremendous economic
benefits - not just for its users, but
also as a facilitator of growth and
investment across the wider economy.

The air transport network is one of a country's essential infrastructure
assets. It is a vital component for economic development and growth. 
It provides the only global transportation network for people and goods. 

Air transport creates significant value for its users and for other stakehold-
ers in the wider aviation industry - including governments. But the air 
transport network also generates wider economic benefits by allowing firms
to be more efficient and productive and by encouraging higher investment. 

Within the air transport network, each origin airport is connected to a vast
number of different destinations via flights to and from 'hub' airports.
Businesses - and the wider economy - benefit from the ability to access
both a greater number of destinations and a higher frequency of services
than would be possible through disjointed point-to-point services. 

In other words, businesses benefit both from more frequent services to
major destinations and from the ability to access additional economically
important destinations through onward flights. All airlines that provide 
services between airports within the network contribute to its wider eco-
nomic value. 



THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
However, the wider economic benefits of air transport are often overlooked in policy and investment appraisals.
Rightly, the external environmental impacts of air transport are included in most appraisals. But if the other side of
the equation - the wider economic benefits - is not considered, the appraisal is unbalanced and biased. 

Many economic impact studies focus on the 'multiplier effect' of the investment in creating new jobs within the avi-
ation industry and supply chain. But when an economy is near full employment, the net benefit for an economy of
these jobs may be small, especially if they simply reflect a transfer from existing jobs in other industries or local
regions. Moreover, these studies fail to measure the significant benefits created for businesses outside of the avia-
tion industry. 

This study, for the first time, provides strong evidence of the wider benefits - in terms of economic development and
growth - generated by the global air transport network. 

IATA commissioned Oxford Economic Forecasting (OEF) to undertake both an extensive survey of businesses and
a separate statistical analysis to examine the links between the air transport network and economic growth. These
results provide evidence that air transport is vital not just for the industry value chain but also for businesses through-
out the world. 

This evidence is based not on an airline industry view, but on the view of businesses across five countries - Chile,
China, the Czech Republic, France, the US - and a wide range of industries.

KEY RESULTS
The air transport network plays a key role in supporting and facilitating economic growth. The benefits it creates
accrue not just to the users of air services but also to the wider economy. Developing economies, in particular, ben-
efit from increased access to the global air transport network, allowing their firms to reach new markets and access
new sources of investment and technical knowledge. 

The survey and statistical evidence demonstrates that:

The air transport network opens up new sales markets and boosts production efficiency and investment 
The air transport network provides vital support for a firm's sales. On average, firms report that 25% of
their sales are dependent on good air transport links. The importance of air transport is especially high in
the High Tech sector, where nearly 40% of sales are dependent on air services. 
Air transport plays a key role in supporting and generating sales, by providing access to larger customer
markets than would otherwise be possible. Freight services provide a direct link to sales by moving goods
to new markets, but passenger services are even more important in allowing management to gain a greater
understanding of the different market conditions across several countries.
The air transport network allows firms to improve their efficiency of production and to reduce costs. On
average, 80% of firms report that air services are important for the efficiency of their production, with over
50% of firms saying it is vital or very important. Nearly 70% of firms report that, by allowing them to serve
a bigger market, air transport allows them to exploit economies of scale substantially or to some extent,
while 56% state that it also helps to reduce costs from suppliers.
The accessibility to global markets provided by air transport provides a boost to investment decisions -
both outwards by domestic firms and inwards by foreign firms. 63% of firms state it is vital or very impor-
tant to investment decisions, with a further 24% saying it is somewhat important. On average, 18% of firms
report that the lack of good air transport links had affected their past investment decisions, with nearly
30% of Chinese firms reporting they had changed investment decisions because of constraints on air
services.
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Businesses attach a significant value to the scope and convenience of the air transport network
The global air transport network serves an extensive range of destinations, providing more connections
between different destinations than would be possible with just direct flights. Nearly 80% of firms state
that access to the major national hub airports is vital or very important, with a further 14% saying it is
sometimes important.
Businesses would, on average, require the fare to be 23% lower in order to take a non-network journey
requiring a transfer between airports within the same metropolitan area rather than one that involved a
connection at a hub airport. 

The Air Transport network will become even more important to firms over the next ten years
The air transport network will continue to play a vital role in their future operations and growth, especially
in developing countries. Half of the businesses surveyed - and over 75% in China - reported that they
expect to become substantially or somewhat more dependent on air transport services over the next ten
years. Only 12% of firms expect their dependence on air transport to reduce.
New technologies (e.g. video conferencing, internet) are not expected to diminish the need for air travel in
an increasingly globalised economy. As many businesses think that new technologies will encourage more
travel as will reduce it, while the majority think it will have no effect.

Greater connectivity to the Air Transport network has a significant impact on GDP growth 
A separate statistical analysis of European countries demonstrates that the level of connectivity to the air
transport network can have a significant and positive impact on long-run economic performance.
Connectivity increases as the range of destinations served and/or the frequency of service increases.
For the EU countries studied, a 10% increase in the level of connectivity (proportionate to current GDP
size) can increase long-run GDP by 1.1%. Using these results, the 25% increase in connectivity (relative
to GDP) for the EU 10 accession countries between 2001 and 2004 could increase long-run GDP in the
region by 2.75%.
These initial results demonstrate the potential link between connectivity and long-run GDP growth. These
results will be built upon through further research in the future.

SUMMARY
This report demonstrates the significant value created by the air transport network itself. This value is generated
through the higher frequency and quality of service and through the ability to serve a greater number of destinations
than would be possible otherwise. The value of this network will increase even further over the next ten years. 

Air transport supports and facilitates economic growth but this will only occur if there is sufficient investment in infra-
structure capacity to enable the airline industry to provide the connections to worldwide markets that businesses
need and prosper from.
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002 Introduction
The air transport network is
a key infrastructure asset.

It is the only worldwide passenger and cargo transportation network, providing an essential link between individual
countries and the wider global economy. Air services create significant value for passenger and freight users. The
network provides access to a greater number of destinations, and more frequently, than would be possible through
disjointed regional point-to-point services alone. As such, the value of the network is greater than the sum of its con-
stituent parts. 

But the existence of an extensive network also generates benefits beyond the individual user. It improves efficiency
and productivity for an economy as a whole by connecting firms to a greater number of potential markets and a wider
range of potential suppliers. 

Yet these wider economic benefits generated by the air transport network are often missing in policy or investment
appraisals. Several economic impact studies look at the 'multiplier effect' on employment within the aviation industry
and its suppliers - but do not consider any wider impacts. It is extremely important that the external environmental
impacts of aviation (e.g. CO22 emissions) are properly accounted for and responsibly managed. But the other side of
the equation must not be forgotten. The air transport network provides substantial benefits for an economy - beyond
those accruing to users themselves - that should be recognised.

This report, for the first time, provides substantial survey-based and statistical evidence of the wider economic ben-
efits created by the air transport network. IATA commissioned economic consultants Oxford Economic Forecasting
(OEF) to undertake a survey of 625 businesses in five different countries, to analyse their use of air services and the
value they place on the air network. 

The countries chosen - China, Chile, the United States, the Czech Republic and France - represent different stages
of economic development and different regions of the world. Separately, OEF were also commissioned to undertake
a statistical analysis - focused on the 25 European Union countries - that quantifies the links between the size and
connectivity of air networks and the impact this has on business investment, productivity and economic growth.

The results of this research demonstrate that air transport is vital not just for users and for those in the aviation indus-
try value chain, but also for business investment and economic growth throughout each of the countries that the air
transport network serves.

WHAT IS THE AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK?
Chapter 3 of this report describes the air transport network and how it operates. The air transport network is a glob-
al system of flight operations, connecting thousands of different destinations through both direct services and serv-
ices via major hub airports. Air transport provides benefits by allowing people and goods to travel from A to B. But
an air transport network provides significant additional benefits if it also allows onward travel from B to points C and
D, when a direct connection between A and C or D is not economically viable.

The benefits of the air transport network as a whole increase in relation to the number of destinations served and
the frequency of flights. However, the access available from an individual airport or country to the global air transport
network is related not just to the number and size of the destinations served, but also the number of onward flight
connections from these destinations. In other words, the overall benefit of an air service is linked to both the eco-
nomic importance of the destination served and the network connections from that airport to additional destinations. 



WHAT DO WE MEAN BY WIDER ECONOMIC BENEFITS?
Chapter 4 discusses the wider economic benefits generated by the air transport network. These wider economic ben-
efits (sometimes called positive externalities) impact upon the economy as a whole, not just the direct users of air
services. 

Air transport generates direct economic benefits for passenger and freight users, aviation companies and their
employees. It also generates indirect benefits along the supply chain through increased demand and higher employ-
ment for suppliers. Estimates of direct benefits are commonly used in policy or investment appraisals. In addition,
some economic impact studies consider the indirect benefits on job creation along the aviation supply chain.
However, these indirect benefits may be relatively small for the economy as a whole if they simply reflect a transfer
from existing jobs in other industries or local regions.

The air transport network also generates wider economic benefits beyond the individual user and the aviation indus-
try. A well-designed network can facilitate greater efficiency, productivity improvements and higher investment. These
benefits are almost always missing from appraisals, either because they are misunderstood or because no estimate
of these benefits is available. For example, a typical analysis of direct user benefits will estimate the value of a new
service to the business user net of the fare that is paid (known as consumer surplus). But it doesn't capture the
‘spillover’ impact that a new flight or destination can have on the wider economy’s export sales, production levels or
investment decisions. 

The wider economic benefits are both significant and sizeable. They initially accrue to firms using air transport serv-
ices, but are typically passed on to customers, employees and governments - to the benefit of the economy as a
whole. For example, the global air transport network can allow a firm to access new markets, organise production
and supplies more efficiently, exploit economies of scale and encourage both inwards and outwards cross-border
investment. The network can also have some negative economic impacts, such as congestion, though in many cases
these impacts can be minimised by the provision of efficient infrastructure.  

HOW CAN WE MEASURE THESE WIDER ECONOMIC BENEFITS?
Chapter 5 discusses the results of the extensive survey of firms in five different countries on the importance of the
air transport network. It reflects the views of the firms themselves on the contribution of air transport connections to
their export sales, efficiency and investment. The results of the survey are separated into four parts. 

The first part examines the use and importance of the air transport network for the firms' existing operations and the
negative impact of current constraints on air services. 

The second part outlines the value to the firms of air services within the wider network rather than disjointed point-
to-point services to unconnected secondary airports. 

The third part looks at what improvements the firms want from the air transport network. 

Lastly, the fourth part discusses the firms' expectations of the importance of an expanded and improved air trans-
port network over the next ten years.   

HOW CAN WE MEASURE THE IMPACT OF THESE BENEFITS ON THE ECONOMY AS A WHOLE?
Chapter 6 discusses the results of the separate statistical analysis on the benefits provided by the air transport net-
work to national economies. Air transport is shown to provide both a 'quantitative' impact through the economic ben-
efits of higher air transport usage and a 'qualitative' impact through the economic benefits provided through a greater
number of destinations served and a higher frequency of service within the air transport network. 

The existence of this 'qualitative' impact demonstrates that investment in new aviation infrastructure - providing
greater access to the global air transport network - can help to expand an economy's productive potential.  

This provides an invaluable starting point for the quantification and inclusion of wider network benefits in future pol-
icy and investment appraisals.
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003 Air Transport
Network
Air transport provides the only global
transportation network for passengers 
and cargo, making it essential for global
business operations and for personal 
travel and tourism. It provides substantial
economic benefits by connecting people
and businesses around the globe. 
It also provides significant social benefits
by facilitating greater communication
between different parts of the world 
and by providing greater access to 
remote areas.

THE



THE AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK CONNECTS THOUSANDS OF DESTINATIONS AROUND THE GLOBE,
EITHER DIRECTLY OR VIA CONNECTIONS AT 'HUB' AIRPORTS. 
It is an extremely valuable asset for an economy in its own right. National economies derive significant economic and
social benefits from both their domestic air transport networks and their connections to the wider global air transport
network.

For network industries, such as telecoms, the value of the network increases rapidly as the number of users increas-
es within the network. For example, when there are two users within the network there is only one possible connec-
tion. But when the number of users increases to five, there are now ten different possible connections. Adding new
users adds more value to the network by increasing the number of possible connections. 

The wider benefits of the network itself arise as existing users benefit from the expansion of the same product to
new users. 

AIR TRANSPORT SHARES SIMILAR CHARACTERISTICS TO OTHER NETWORK INDUSTRIES. 
However, the value of the air transport network increases according to the number of destinations served and the
frequency of flights between them, rather than per se through a higher number of air users. Also, in contrast to the
direct connectivity of the telecoms network (i.e. any user can directly call any other user in the network), the air trans-
port network is based on a system of 'hubs' and 'spokes'. 

This allows airlines to aggregate demand from the same origin to different destinations or to the same destination
from different origins. But it also means that wider economic benefits from a connection to another destination are
not equal. In other words, the overall benefit of an air service is linked to both the economic importance of the des-
tination served and the network connections available from that airport to additional destinations.

THE AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK CREATES SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS. 
Users benefit from a wider choice of destinations and more frequent services than would be possible through dis-
jointed point-to-point services to secondary airports. The 'hub' and 'spoke' model allows smaller destinations to be
connected via a 'hub' airport when a direct service would not be feasible. 

McKinsey estimates that 20% of intra-European traffic and 40% of US domestic traffic would not be able to make
the same journey if the network structure were not in place. 

But the economy as a whole also benefits from the existence of the network. By providing greater and more frequent
connections to global markets and suppliers, the network facilitates and boosts economic development and growth. 

THE AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK CAN ALSO HAVE SOME NEGATIVE ECONOMIC IMPACTS. 
For example, 'hub' airports may suffer from increased congestion and provide advantages to airlines with historic
rights to airport slots. However, in many cases these impacts are best minimised by investment in new infrastructure
or more efficient use of existing infrastructure rather than reductions in the network.  
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004 The Wider
Economic
Benefits
Air Transport makes a substantial 
contribution to global economic activity,
both directly and as a facilitator of 
growth in other industries. 

OF AIR
TRANSPORT



POLICY-MAKERS DO NOT RECOGNISE THE FULL VALUE OF THE AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK. 
It is clear that air transport services provide benefits to users, airlines, employees and aviation partners and suppliers
- as well as governments who extract taxes and charges from the industry. But policy and investment appraisals often
fail to include the wider economic benefits (sometimes called positive externalities) that are also generated by the
air transport network. 

A typical cost-benefit analysis of an air transport proposal measures the changes in consumer surplus (e.g. the ben-
efits to users from faster journey times, lower prices, etc) and the changes in producer surplus (e.g. the change in
profits for the industry). Sometimes, studies also measure the indirect economic benefits arising from the increased
demand and employment created in the aviation industry supply chain, though these are often uncertain and may
only have a small net impact for the economy as a whole. 

These benefits are then balanced against the direct cost of the proposal and the wider environmental and social
impacts (e.g. noise, greenhouse gas emissions). However, this approach underestimates the total benefits that an air
transport proposal can provide. In particular, it misses the existence of wider benefits for an economy's productive
potential that help to stimulate trade, improve productivity and attract investment.

Indeed, the air transport network generates substantial wider economic benefits through its impact on the perform-
ance of other industries. These wider economic benefits directly impact upon the supply-side of an economy, increas-
ing its production potential and efficiency. 

In particular, the air transport network:

FFaacciilliittaatteess  wwoorrlldd  ttrraaddee  
Air transport connects businesses to a wide range of global markets, providing a significantly larger customer
base for their products than would be accessible otherwise. It is particularly important for high-tech and knowl-
edge-based sectors, and suppliers of time-sensitive goods. 
BBoooossttss  pprroodduuccttiivviittyy  aaccrroossss  tthhee  gglloobbaall  eeccoonnoommyy
By expanding the customer base, air transport allows companies to exploit economies of scale and to reduce
unit costs. By exposing domestic companies to increased foreign competition, it also helps to drive efficiency
improvements among domestic firms in order to remain competitive. 
IImmpprroovveess  tthhee  eeffffiicciieennccyy  ooff  tthhee  ssuuppppllyy  cchhaaiinn
Several industries rely on air transport to operate their 'just-in-time' production operations, providing greater flex-
ibility within the supply chain and reducing costs by minimising the need to hold stocks of supplies. 
EEnnaabblleess  iinnwwaarrdd  aanndd  oouuttwwaarrdd  iinnvveessttmmeenntt
Access to extensive air transport links allows domestic firms to identify and manage investments in foreign-
based assets and encourages foreign firms to invest in the domestic country.  
AAccttss  aass  aa  ssppuurr  ttoo  iinnnnoovvaattiioonn  
Extensive air transport links facilitate effective networking and collaboration between companies located in dif-
ferent parts of the globe. Access to a greater number of markets also encourages greater spending on research
and development by companies, given the increased size of the potential market for future sales.  

The next chapter provides survey evidence of the size and importance of these wider economic benefits to firms.
There is a clear distinction between these positive externalities and the direct or indirect benefits for users and the
industry. 

However, the nature of these wider economic benefits means that even the survey evidence may underestimate the
overall economic impacts, since individuals do not fully take into account the indirect effect that their actions can have
on the wider economy. Therefore, chapter 6 provides additional insight into these benefits by examining the statisti-
cal evidence of a link between greater access to the global air transport network and the economic growth for an
individual country. 
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005 A Survey of
the Value to
Firms 
IATA commissioned UK-based economic
consultants Oxford Economic Forecasting
(OEF) to undertake a survey of 625 
businesses in five different countries, 
to analyse their use of air services and
the value they place on the air network. 

The countries chosen - China, Chile, the United States, the Czech Republic
and France - represent different stages of economic development and 
different regions of the world. The businesses surveyed operate in one of
four main sectors - Traditional Manufacturing, High Tech Manufacturing &
Services, Financial & Business Services and Other Services.

The key results arising from the survey are as follows.

OF THE AIR
TRANSPORT
NETWORK



The air transport network opens up new sales markets and boosts production efficiency and investment.
The air transport network provides vital support for a firm's sales. On average, firms report that 25% of their sales
are dependent on good air transport links. The importance of air transport is especially high in the High Tech sec-
tor, where nearly 40% of sales are dependent on air services. 
Air transport plays a key role in supporting and generating sales, by providing access to larger customer markets
than would otherwise be possible. Freight services provide a direct link to sales by moving goods to new mar-
kets, but passenger services are even more important in allowing management to gain a greater understanding
of the different market conditions across several countries.
The air transport network allows firms to improve their efficiency of production and to reduce costs. On average,
80% of firms report that air services are important for the efficiency of their production, with over 50% of firms
saying it is vital or very important. Nearly 70% of firms report that, by allowing them to serve a bigger market, air
transport allows them to exploit economies of scale substantially or to some extent, while 56% state that it also
helps to reduce costs from suppliers.
The accessibility to global markets provided by air transport provides a boost to investment decisions - both out-
wards by domestic firms and inwards by foreign firms. 63% of firms state it is vital or very important to invest-
ment decisions, with a further 24% saying it is somewhat important. On average, 18% of firms report that the
lack of good air transport links had affected their past investment decisions, with nearly 30% of Chinese firms
reporting they had changed investment decisions because of constraints on air services. 

Businesses attach a significant value to the scope and convenience of the air transport network.
The global air transport network serves an extensive range of destinations, providing more connections between
different destinations than would be possible with just direct flights. Nearly 80% of firms state that access to the
major national hub airports is vital or very important, with a further 14% saying it is sometimes important.
Businesses would, on average, require the fare to be 23% lower in order to take a non-network journey requir-
ing a transfer between airports within the same metropolitan area rather than one that involved a connection at
a hub airport. 

Firms want further improvements to the network, especially in reducing delays.
Most businesses report that the air transport network meets their requirements quite well. However, businesses
would also welcome further improvements to the network, particularly in terms of reliability and accessibility.
Between 70 and 80% of firms stated that reducing delays in services, faster check-in and boarding times and
improved road access to airports were vital or very important. Beyond this, around two-thirds of firms would also
like to see further improvements to the scope of the air transport network.

The air transport network will become even more important to firms over the next ten years.
The air transport network will continue to play a vital role in their future operations and growth, especially in devel-
oping countries. Half of the businesses surveyed - and over 75% in China - reported that they expect to become
substantially or somewhat more dependent on air transport services over the next ten years. Only 12% of firms
expect their dependence on air transport to reduce.
New technologies (e.g. video conferencing, internet) are not expected to diminish the need for air travel in an
increasingly globalised economy. As many businesses think that new technologies will encourage more travel as
will reduce it, while the majority think it will have no effect.

The survey of businesses provides significant supporting evidence for the wider economic benefits (or positive exter-
nalities) that are generated by the air transport network. Air transport supports and facilitates economic growth. It will
continue to do so for the foreseeable future, if there is sufficient investment in infrastructure and more deregulation
of markets to support further expansions of the air transport network.
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AIR TRANSPORT GENERATES AND SUPPORTS
OVER A QUARTER OF ALL SALES
The companies surveyed report that, on average, 25%
of sales are dependent on good air transport links. The
importance of air transport for sales is especially high in
the High Tech sector, where nearly 40% of sales are
dependent on air services (see Figure 5.1). This reflects
the time-sensitive, high-value nature of products in this
sector. 

Air Transport is also more important for sales in the
USA, where it supports 36% of sales (see Figure 5.2).
However, the proportion of sales dependent on air serv-
ices is lowest in China and the Czech Republic, reflect-
ing the developing nature of the air transport network in
these countries. It is also less than 20% in France,
reflecting the strong competition from road and rail net-
works in Western Europe.

Over 80% of businesses report that air services are
important for their sales, with nearly 60% describing it
as vital or very important. The US was once again the
highest with nearly 95% of firms saying that air trans-
port is important for their sales. The importance of air

transport is fairly consistent across the different types of
air services, ranging from 78% of firms reporting that air
freight services were important for sales to 85% who
said that passenger services were important for sales
(see Figure 5.3). 

Freight services provide a direct link to sales by moving
goods to new markets, but passenger services are even
more important in terms of people-based services and in
allowing management to gain a greater understanding
of the different market conditions across several coun-
tries. Indeed, over two-thirds of firms report that passen-
ger services are vital or very important for establishing
and maintaining customer relationships.

55..1: The Use and Importance 
of the Air Transport Network

Importance of Good Quality Air Transport Services
5.3 For Sales 5.4 For Efficient Organisation of Production

Proportion of Sales Dependent on Good Quality Air Transport Links
5.1 By Sector 5.2 By Country



AIR TRANSPORT FACILITATES SIGNIFICANT
EFFICIENCY GAINS
The air transport network allows firms to improve their
efficiency of production and to reduce costs in four main
ways: 

Providing reliable and timely deliveries from suppli-
ers, allowing firms to operate an efficient 'just-in-
time' production process and reducing the need to
hold expensive inventories;
Allowing firms to exploit economies of scale by serv-
ing a bigger potential market;
Allowing companies to rationalise their own produc-
tion between different sites and to source raw mate-
rials and other inputs from the most cost effective
suppliers;
Facilitating the spread of new production tech-
niques and making it easier for firms to attract high-
er quality employees from a broader pool of talent.

On average, 80% of firms report that air services are
important for the efficiency of their production, with over
50% of firms saying it is vital or very important (see
Figure 5.4). The importance is also fairly consistent
across the different types of air services, with passenger
services considered to be the most important.
Companies in China and the US gain the most efficien-
cy from air services, with two-thirds of companies in
these countries stating that it is vital or very important
for an efficient production process. 

The impact of air services in exploiting economies of
scale and sourcing more cost-effective suppliers is
recognised by firms. Nearly 70% of firms report that, by
allowing them to serve a bigger market, it allows them to
exploit economies of scale substantially or to some

extent (see Figure 5.5), while 56% state that it also
helps to reduce costs from suppliers (see Figure 5.6). 

The ability to exploit economies of scale is lowest in
China and the Czech Republic, reflecting the focus of
firms on the domestic market (in China's case) or
exports to near neighbours (in the Czech Republic's
case) at their current stage of economic development.
The Czech Republic also had the lowest proportion of
firms using air services to source cheaper supplies,
reflecting perhaps a prevalence of nearby low-cost com-
ponent producers. 

There are also significant differences between sectors
in the ability to exploit economies of scale. Around
three-quarters of companies in the High Tech sector
report an ability to exploit these advantages, compared
to only a fifth in the financial and business services sec-
tor. This reflects the greater need for individual service
tailored to the client in the FBS sector, making the big-
ger economies of scale harder to achieve.

The trend towards globalisation of production makes
good air transport links essential for the management of
subsidiaries. Over 80% of firms state that passenger air
services are important for their ability to manage their
organisation and subsidiaries effectively. On average,
nearly 30% of the employees of the companies sur-
veyed travel on business purposes by air. As such, the
companies place a high value on passenger air travel for
the contact they facilitate with clients and with col-
leagues in overseas locations. 

05 - Airline Network Benefits 17
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AIR TRANSPORT BOOSTS ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND INVESTMENT
The accessibility to global markets provided by air trans-
port provides a boost to investment decisions - both out-
wards by domestic firms and inwards by foreign firms.
By allowing firms to serve a bigger market, air transport
increases the number of potential customers for new
product investment. By facilitating efficiency gains, air
transport boosts the potential returns from investment in
global production assets. The increased competition
that arises from serving larger markets also benefits the
wider economy through a more efficient allocation of
resources. Competition encourages firms to specialise
in the activities in which they are most efficient, while
allowing other products that may be produced more effi-
ciently elsewhere to be bought in.

The air transport network is an important factor in deter-
mining where a company makes an investment, with
63% of firms stating it is vital or very important to their
investment decision and a further 24% saying it is
somewhat important. Even so, air transport is one of
many factors in the investment decision and is slightly
less important than the cost and availability of labour,
taxes and regulations and, perhaps, the local road net-
work.

However, the absence of good air transport links can be
the major determining factor in not making an invest-
ment. On average, 18% of firms reported that the lack
of good air transport links had affected their past invest-
ment decisions, with the less-developed nature of the
Chinese air network accounting for the higher propor-
tion of almost 30% who had altered past investment
decisions (see Figure 5.7). Of the investments that were
affected, 59% were made in other locations with better
air services, 18% went ahead anyway but with signifi-

cantly higher costs while in 23% of cases no investment
was made (see Figure 5.8). 

Over half of the businesses surveyed believe that their
ability to compete internationally would be very badly or
moderately affected by any constraints on air transport
services, with a further 27% saying they would be slight-
ly affected. Nearly three-quarters of firms in Chile
believe their competitiveness would be very badly or
moderately affected, a reflection of the large distances
between the country and some of its major export mar-
kets. 

Furthermore, over 30% of companies state that they
would be very badly or fairly badly affected by con-
straints on the availability of air transport services, while
a further 40% would be inconvenienced. In particular,
firms state they would be affected mostly through an
increase in costs, loss of customer contact and a loss of
orders. These are all factors that would restrict the pro-
ductive potential of a country and its economic develop-
ment. On average, 30% of firms report they would be
highly likely to invest less in the region if air services
were constrained, with 24% of firms highly likely to cut
back on R&D investment in the region. The High Tech
sector would be the most affected, reflecting the higher
importance of air services to sales in the sector.

Has the Absence of Good Air Transport Links Ever Affected
Investment Decisions?
5.7 Percentage Responding Yes 5.8 What Subsequently Happened
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The global air transport network serves an extensive
range of destinations, providing more connections
between different destinations than would be possible
with just direct flights. The businesses surveyed attach a
high importance to both hub and regional airports with-
in the network. 

However, they consistently view the major national hub
airports (e.g. JFK, Beijing, Paris CDG) to be of greatest
importance. Nearly 80% of firms stated that access to
the major national hub airports is vital or very important,
with a further 14% saying it is sometimes important (see
Figure 5.9). 

This picture was fairly consistent across the different
countries. Over 50% of firms also regarded regional air-
ports connected to the network as vital or very impor-
tant. However, given its small geographical size there
was a much lower need for regional airports in the
Czech Republic, with Prague acting as the main airport
for most of the country.   

The survey also provided some insight into the use of
regional airports. Nearly 60% of businesses use region-
al airports to take direct flights to other destinations.
However, 58% of businesses also use regional airports
for flights to a hub airport for onward connections to
international flights. Therefore, flights connecting a
regional airport to a hub airport provide benefits to busi-
nesses from both access to the hub destination and
from access to onward flight connections to many other
destinations. 

Businesses value the greater scope of destinations pro-
vided by the air transport network, regardless of whether
they are served directly or via a connection. It is the abil-
ity to access the destination that is the key factor.
Indeed, no significant additional importance is given to
accessing a long-haul destination through a direct flight

rather than through a flight involving a connection. Of
the destinations cited in the survey, most importance
was attached to routes serving North America and
Western Europe.

Therefore, businesses accept the need to use connect-
ing flights in order to enjoy a greater choice of destina-
tions. There is widespread acceptance of the need to
transfer for some routes; with over 90% of firms stating
that transfers between flights by the same airlines or by
airlines in the same Alliance group are very acceptable
or sometimes acceptable (see Figure 5.10). 

However, transfer between different flights by airlines
that are not part of an alliance is viewed less favourably.
This relates to the increased likelihood that such con-
nections would involve a change of terminal, or even a
change of airport, adding to the inconvenience for the
traveller. 

The value that businesses place on extensive and con-
venient connections can be measured by the costs they
believe would be imposed by less convenient travel con-
nections. Businesses were asked to consider journeys
that required a transfer between airports within the
same metropolitan area (e.g. a flight to JFK airport, with
an onward connection from La Guardia airport) rather
than one that involved a change at the same airport. 

To compensate for the additional inconvenience of
changing airports, businesses would, on average, require
the fare to be 23% lower than for a similar journey
where the connection is made at a hub airport (see
Figure 5.11). Financial and business services compa-
nies require the highest reduction in the airfare (29%) to
compensate for the added inconvenience, closely fol-
lowed by high tech firms (28% of the airfare), reflecting
the high opportunity cost of travel delays for employees
in these sectors. 

5.9 The Importance of Airports 5.10 The Acceptability of Flight Transfers

55..2: The Value of the 
Air Transport Network



Businesses also recognise the additional benefits pro-
vided by individual airlines within the wider network,
such as a frequent flyer programme. The perceived
value of frequent flyer programmes emphasise the value
customers perceive in having an inter-connected net-
work of air services available. 

It is also a key factor behind the preference shown by
businesses for transfers using the same airline or
alliance group. Over 80% of firms state that frequent
flyer programmes provide benefits to both the company
(e.g. through fare offers from the airlines) and to the
travelling employee personally, with 35 to 40% of firms
believing these benefits to be substantial (see Figure
5.12). 

Businesses in the US and France attach the greatest
value to such programmes, with fewer organisations
perceiving a substantial or moderate value in China or
the Czech Republic. This may reflect how well estab-
lished frequent flyer programmes in the more developed
economies.
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5.11 The Fare Reductions needed to compensate for transfers
between airports

5.12 The Value of Frequent Flyer Programmes



In general, most businesses report that the air transport
network meets their requirements quite well. Over 80%
of firms report that the number of short-haul destina-
tions served directly, the frequency of flights and the
quality of both airports and airlines all meet their needs
either very well or quite well (see Figure 5.13). 

There is slightly less satisfaction with the number of
long-haul destinations served directly and the number of
destinations served with a connecting flight, but three-
quarters of businesses still report that their require-
ments are met very well or quite well. 

The area of least satisfaction is cost, though even here
70% of firms still feel their requirements are met very
well or quite well. 

Businesses were also asked where they would like to
see further improvements in the air transport network.
They were asked to rank the importance of ten possible
improvements to air services and other more general
improvements (see Figure 5.14). 

In general, it appears that the quality of service is of
most concern to businesses. Reducing delays in servic-
es, faster check-in and boarding and improved road
access to airports were the most important factors for
businesses, with 70-80% of firms stating that improve-
ments in these areas were vital or very important.
Chinese firms expressed the greatest desire for
improvements among these service quality factors. 

Beyond this, improvements to the scope of the air trans-
port network would also be helpful. Around two-thirds of
firms would like to see more short-haul and long-haul
destinations served directly, while 55-60% would also
like to see higher frequencies and even more destina-
tions brought within reach via a connecting flight. 

5.13 How well does the air transport network serve its customers 5.14 The Improvements sought by customers to the air transport
network

55..3: The Improvements Firms Want from
the Air Transport Network



Businesses recognise the value of the air transport net-
work at present. But it is also important to assess
whether the air transport network will continue to meet
business needs over the next ten years. From the
responses received from the businesses it seems that
the air transport network will continue to play a vital role
in their future operations and growth, especially in devel-
oping countries.

Half of the businesses surveyed reported that they
expect to become substantially or somewhat more
dependent on air transport services over the next ten
years (see Figure 5.15). 

Only 12% expect their dependence on air transport to
reduce, with the remainder of firms expecting no
change. Over 75% of firms in China expect to be more
dependent on air transport, with the expectations of
increased use also high in Chile and the Czech Republic. 

The higher expected increase in these countries reflects
their lower existing levels of air transport use and the
above-average rates of growth in GDP and trade
expected as their economies develop further. 

Within the different industry sectors, high tech business-
es expect to see the greatest increase in air transport
use, with two-thirds of businesses expecting their
dependency on air services to increase over the next 
ten years.  

New technologies (e.g. video conferencing, Internet) are
not expected to diminish the need for air travel in an
increasingly globalised economy, contrary to the views
of some commentators. As many businesses think that
new technologies will encourage more travel as will
reduce it, while the majority think it will have no effect
(see Figure 5.16).  

It seems that while some trips are made unnecessary by
new technologies, these technologies may also foster
the demand for air travel by leading to an expansion in
the types of business which require face-to-face contact
or products to be transported across countries. This has
certainly been the pattern in recent years. 

Communications technology has advanced rapidly over
the last decade, with conference calls, the Internet and
video conferencing, but business travel has actually
increased in most sectors of the economy over this 
period.
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How will Firms use of Air Transport Services Change over the next Ten Years?  
5.15 Change in Dependence on Air Services 5.16 Impact of New Technologies on Travel

55..4: The Importance of the Air Transport
Network over the Next Ten Years





The survey of businesses provides significant supporting evidence for the wider eco-
nomic benefits (or positive externalities) that are generated by the air transport net-
work. These benefits accrue not just to the users of air services but to national
economies too. 

Air transport plays a key role in supporting and generating sales, by providing access
to wider customer markets than would otherwise be possible. 

But air transport also has a significant impact on the efficiency of production. It allows
firms to exploit economies of scale, operate efficient production techniques, source
cost-effective inputs and transfer and absorb knowledge from overseas. 

The survey demonstrates the value that the air transport network itself provides,
through its higher frequency and its ability to serve a greater number of destinations
than would be possible otherwise. 

The value of this network will increase even further over the next ten years, even with
the widespread adoption of new communications technologies. 

Air transport supports and facilitates 
economic growth. 
It will continue to do so for the foreseeable
future, if there is sufficient investment in
infrastructure and more deregulation of
markets to support further expansions of
the air transport network.
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55..5: Summary of 
Survey Results
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The 'bottom-up' survey results provide strong support for the existence of wider economic benefits from the air trans-
port network, in terms of productivity and business investment that boosts an economy's productive potential and,
therefore, GDP. 

This important evidence can be supplemented by a 'top-down' statistical analysis that demonstrates the wider eco-
nomic benefits generated by greater access to the global air transport network (here referred to as 'connectivity'). 

A definition of the measure of connectivity used is outlined, at the end of the briefing, in Appendix A.

The survey demonstrated that business productive capacity is increased by two factors. The first is business invest-
ment, which is boosted by the wider markets that air transport allows a firm to access. The second factor is higher
productivity, which is boosted by the access air transport can provide to new production techniques and more effi-
cient suppliers. The statistical analysis looks to quantify these relationships between the air transport network and
investment and productivity, which therefore provides an estimate of the long-run impact on GDP. 

OEF analysed the statistical link between connectivity and long-run investment and productivity for the European
Union (EU) countries. The focus was placed on the EU countries because it allowed OEF to build on the results (and
database) provided by a previous study into the positive externalities of air transport1 . The results produced are the
first stage of an ongoing research programme  but do demonstrate that air transport can have both a quantitative
(through higher usage) and a qualitative (through an improved network) effect on GDP.

The results show that:

The level of connectivity to the air transport network can have a significant and positive impact on long-run eco-
nomic performance. Connectivity is found to have a causal link to both long-run investment and long-run produc-
tivity in an economy.
For the European Union countries studied, a 10% increase in the level of connectivity (proportionate to current
GDP size) can increase long-run GDP by 1.1%. 
For the EU 10 accession countries, connectivity to the air transport network (relative to GDP) is estimated to
have increased by 25% between 2001 and 2004. Under these results, this impact alone is expected to increase
GDP in the region by 2.75% over the long-run. 

The connectivity measure that is used will pick-up both the quantitative and qualitative impacts of air travel. For exam-
ple, as air transport usage increases in a country, so the number of air services will increase and, therefore, connec-
tions to other destinations will increase as well as the frequency with which they are served. 

However, by using a connectivity measure this analysis highlights that there is a quality impact associated with the
network, over and above the impact of just increasing air transport usage. It provides further support, in addition to
the survey evidence of the previous chapter, on the wider economic value of the air transport network.

The full statistical results of this analysis are outlined in Appendix B. The results are subject to the usual caveats on
data interpretation and trends associated with a cross-country statistical analysis. Indeed, an analysis of a wider
range of countries would help in confirming the role of other potential variables on investment and productivity that
are more difficult to pick-up with a relatively small dataset. 

However, these initial results demonstrate the potential link between connectivity and GDP, and will be built upon
with further research in the future.

1Eurocontrol: The Economic Catalytic Effects of Air Transport in Europe; July 2005.



007 Conclusions
This report provides significant new survey and statistical evidence to sup-
port the existence of wider economic benefits (or positive externalities) that
are generated by the air transport network. This value is generated through
the higher frequency and quality of service and through the ability to serve
a greater number of destinations than would be possible otherwise. The
benefits are enjoyed not only by the individual user or the aviation industry,
but by the economy as a whole. 

The report highlights that the air transport network is a key infrastructure
asset for economic development. Air transport supports and facilitates eco-
nomic growth but this will only occur if there is sufficient investment in
infrastructure capacity to enable the airline industry to provide the connec-
tions to worldwide markets that businesses need and prosper from.

The key implications of the report are:

The air transport network generates significant wider economic bene-
fits. These benefits must be recognised in future air transport
appraisals to ensure that a reasoned long-term judgement can be
made. 
A well-designed air transport network impacts upon all firms in an
economy. It wwiiddeennss markets, iimmpprroovveess the efficiency of production and
eennccoouurraaggeess greater investment. 
Value is created not just by a new air service and the importance of the
destination but also by connections provided within the network.
If governments consider constraining or taxing air transport for policy
reasons, they must note that they could also be sacrificing the econom-
ic development benefits that the industry creates.

This report highlights the immense
value of an airline network. 
We hope that Governments and other
stakeholders will recognise its value
and that our partners within the 
aviation industry will help us to
expand and improve this network 
in the future.
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Connectivity aims to measure the quality of the air trans-
port network from the point of view of the country's busi-
nesses. It is defined as the scope of access between an
individual airport or country and the global air transport
network. It is a measure of the number and economic
importance of destinations served, the frequency of
service to each destination and the number of onward
connections available from each destination.
Connectivity increases as the range of destinations
and/or frequency of service increases.

IATA has used data from the OAG airline schedule data-
base to construct a time-series indicator of the connec-
tivity of a country's key airports to the global air transport
network. The connectivity indicator measures the num-
ber of available seats to a particular destination in a cer-
tain period (taken here as the first week in November for
each year from 1997 to 2004). It then weights the num-
ber of available seats by the size of the destination air-
port (in terms of number of passengers handled per
year). This provides a proxy estimate of both the range
and economic importance of the destinations, the fre-
quency of service and the number of onward connec-
tions available.

For example, Atlanta airport, as the world's largest air-
port, is given a weighting of 1. Paris CDG airport, which
handles 61% of the number of passengers handled by
Atlanta, is given a weighting of 0.61. Therefore, if an air-
port has 1000 seats available to Atlanta it is given a
weighted total of 1000. But if it also has 1000 seats
available to Paris CDG, these are only given a weighted
total of 610. The weighted totals are then summed for
all destinations (and divided by a scalar factor of 1000)
to determine the connectivity indicator.

The Connectivity indicator is therefore calculated as: 

Number of destinations  x  frequency  x  seats per flight
weighted by the size of the destination airport

divided by a scalar factor of 1000

A higher figure for the connectivity indicator denotes a
greater degree of access to the global air transport net-
work. Using this indicator, Table A.1 shows the impor-
tance of not just serving a large number of destinations,
but serving those destinations that have a large eco-
nomic importance and the ability to access a large num-
ber of onward connections. For example, in 2004
London Heathrow served only 55% more destinations
than Copenhagen airport and just under four times as
many destinations as Nairobi airport. But the larger num-
ber of major destinations served by Heathrow, the high-
er frequencies and the greater connections it provides
to the global network means that its measure of connec-
tivity is nearly four times that of Copenhagen and twen-
ty times that of Nairobi. 

APPENDIX A
DEFINITION OF CONNECTIVITY

Table A.1: A Measure of Connectivity to the Global Air Transport
Network, 2004

CChhiiccaaggoo  ((OORRDD))
LLoonnddoonn  HHeeaatthhrrooww
CCooppeennhhaaggeenn
BBeeiijjiinngg  
JJoohhaannnneessbbuurrgg
BBuuddaappeesstt
NNaaiirroobbii

NNuummbbeerr  ooff
DDeessttiinnaattiioonnss

SSeerrvveedd

NNuummbbeerr  ooff
AAvvaaiillaabbllee  SSeeaattss

ppeerr  WWeeeekk

CCoonnnneeccttiivviittyy
IInnddiiccaattoorr

202
199
128
122

85
75
54

1,056,286
944,024
284,479
551,801
230,890
101,546

78,850

286.6
244.2

63.0
92.5
34.7
24.6
12.3



OEF undertook an econometric analysis of the relation-
ship between connectivity and long-run investment and
productivity, using data for the European Union coun-
tries between 1996 and 2004. The analysis used an
Ordinary Least Squares estimation technique to find
logarithmic relationships between the two dependent
variables and various independent variables. A connec-
tivity indicator was included in both equations, measur-
ing changes in the degree of access to the air transport
network as a proportion of GDP size. The results are
shown in tables B.1 and B.2.

Connectivity is found to have a significant and positive
impact on both investment and productivity. This impact
is then translated into a long-run impact on GDP. The
impact on productivity is assumed to feed directly into
GDP; therefore a 10% increase in connectivity (relative
to GDP) is estimated to increase both long-run produc-
tivity and GDP by 0.9%. The impact on investment is
assumed to translate into GDP at a ratio 0.35, the capi-
tal stock in GDP. Therefore a 10% increase in connec-
tivity (relative to GDP) is estimated to increase long-run
investment by 0.6% and long-run GDP by 0.2%.

These impacts are then added together to produce an
estimate that a 10% rise in connectivity (relative to
GDP) will boost long-run GDP by 1.1%. 
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APPENDIX B
STATISTICAL RESULTS

Table B.1: Long-Run Investment Equation

Table B.2: Long-Run Underlying Productivity (TFP) Equation

CCaappiittaall  SSttoocckk
MMaarrggiinnaall  PPrroodduucctt  ooff  CCaappiittaall  ((GGDDPP//KK))
CCoonnnneeccttiivviittyy  //  GGDDPP
IInnffllaattiioonn
RReeaall  IInntteerreesstt  RRaattee
SSttaaggee  ooff  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  DDuummmmyy
VVaarriiaabbllee  ((EEUU  1100  pplluuss  PPoorrttuuggaall  aanndd
GGrreeeeccee))
EExxppllaannaattoorryy  PPoowweerr  ooff  tthhee  MMooddeell
DDuurrbbiinn--WWaattssoonn  ssttaattiissttiicc

CCoo--eeffffiicciieennttAAllll  VVaarriiaabblleess  iinn  LLooggss TT--  SSttaattiissttiicc

1
1.0

0.06
-0.34
-0.33
0.08

99%
1.7

imposed
5.3
2.1

-5.2
-4.1
5.9

-
-

RR&&DD  SSppeenndd  iinn  MMaannuuffaaccttuurriinngg
CCoonnnneeccttiivviittyy  //  GGDDPP
IInnffllaattiioonn
SSttaaggee  ooff  DDeevveellooppmmeenntt  
((IInnvveessttmmeenntt  //  GGDDPP))
EExxppllaannaattoorryy  PPoowweerr  ooff  tthhee  MMooddeell
DDuurrbbiinn--WWaattssoonn  ssttaattiissttiicc

CCoo--eeffffiicciieennttAAllll  VVaarriiaabblleess  iinn  LLooggss TT--SSttaattiissttiicc

0.024
0.09

-0.19
-0.42

99%
1.7

2.8
3.1

-7.7
-3.2

-
-



A well-designed air transport network is an essential
infrastructure asset and is vital for economic 
development and growth. 
Air transport provides the only worldwide passenger
and cargo transportation network.



It connects people
and businesses to 

the global economy.
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